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Abstract

EEG microstate analysis is an approach to study brain states and their fast transitions in healthy

cognition and disease. A key limitation of conventional microstate analysis is that it must be performed

at the sensor level, and therefore gives limited anatomical insight. Here, we generalise the microstate

methodology to be applicable to source-reconstructed electrophysiological data. Using simulations of

a neural-mass network model, we first established the validity and robustness of the proposed method.

Using MEG resting-state data, we uncovered ten microstates with distinct spatial distributions of cor-

tical activation. Multivariate pattern analysis demonstrated that source-level microstates were associ-

ated with distinct functional connectivity patterns. We further demonstrated that the occurrence prob-

ability of MEG microstates were altered by auditory stimuli, exhibiting a hyperactivity of the microstate

including the auditory cortex. Our results support the use of source-level microstates as a method for

investigating brain dynamic activity and connectivity at the millisecond scale.

1 Introduction1

Whole-brain, non-invasive functional neuroimaging of the human brain is a useful tool for uncovering the mech-2

anisms underpinning cognitive functions and neurological disease1–6. In recent years, there has been much3

evidence that even at rest the activity of the human brain is highly dynamic, transitioning between a small number4

of functional brain-states with specific patterns of activation or synchrony across the cortex5;7–12. These func-5

tional brain states have been associated with a range of cognitive domains and levels of consciousness7;13–19,6

demonstrating that more advanced insight into the non-stationarity of brain stats and their dynamics may be7

crucial to understanding cognition and disease.8
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In functional MRI (fMRI) data, techniques to study functional brain-states have included independent com-9

ponent analysis (ICA)7;20 and sliding-window analysis21, uncovering a small number of reproducible networks10

known as resting-state networks (RSNs)7. Temporal resolution of fMRI is limited by the slow dynamics of the11

haemodynamic response function, meaning transitions between states on a sub-second scale are likely to be12

missed. ICA has also been used in EEG and MEG to recreate fMRI-RSNs22;23, but to do so this is typically13

performed on a slower time scale matching those of fMRI through analysis of downsampled power envelopes,14

losing the high temporal resolution and oscillatory phase information gained from the use of EEG/MEG. It fol-15

lows that alternative methods are required to uncover faster time-scale (on the order of milliseconds) dynamics16

in EEG/MEG data10, and it is currently unclear the extent to which spatiotemporal properties of millisecond scale17

non-stationarity reflect those of slower RSNs.18

Other methods for EEG/MEG analyses are available to examine to rapid changes in brain-state. One is to19

apply sliding window analysis to the EEG/MEG time courses24–28 and subsequently cluster functional networks20

across windows21;26;29;30. This approach has the limitation of the need for an arbitrary a priori selected window21

size: too short windows lead to results susceptible to noise, while too large windows result in non-stationarity22

at fast time scales being missed10. Indeed, there is no consensus on optimal sliding window length and the23

literature has covered a wide range, from 25ms to 30s10. A number of alternative approaches to sliding windows24

exist10, including Hidden Markov Models (HMMs)8;12. HMMs rely on assumptions about the underlying process25

of state transitions, both in a detailed generative model and Markovian transitioning between states. It is unclear26

whether these assumptions are always met by spontaneous transitions between brain states31.27

Another alternative approach to study dynamics of functional brain-states, the focus of the current study, is28

microstate analysis5;32. Conventional EEG microstate analysis involves clustering the sensor-space spatial to-29

pographies using algorithms such as k-means or hierarchical clustering9;33. Microstate analysis therefore does30

not require an arbitrarily chosen window length, and has minimal assumptions about the underlying genera-31

tive process. Resting-state EEG microstates are robust and highly reproducible5, and have been associated32

with fMRI resting-state networks34–40 and cognitive domains13–16;18, earning EEG microstates the nickname the33

‘atoms of thought’41. EEG microstates have also been demonstrated to be a potentially useful clinical tool for34

understanding and diagnosing neurological diseases such as Alzheimer’s disease and other dementias37;42–45,35

schizophrenia46–48, and a range of other disorders32.36

However, a key limitation of sensor-space microstate analysis is anatomical interpretation. A number stud-37

ies have attempted to reconstruct the electrophysiological sources underpinning microstates maps by combining38

sensor-space microstate analysis with subsequent source reconstruction15;45;49–52. However, this approach may39

be limiting insight into functional brain states for a number of reasons. Firstly, since the inverse problem is not40

unique, it is possible that different spatial patterns of brain activation may give rise to similar topographical maps,41
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and therefore each sensor-level microstate may be associated with more than one active network. Secondly, due42

to the spatial blurring in EEG as a result of volume conduction through tissues of different conductivities, EEG43

microstate topographies have low spatial resolution and potentially cannot differentiate between finer differences44

between maps; indeed, EEG microstate topographies are reliable with as few as eight electrodes32, suggest-45

ing the topographies do not contain much spatial detail. Finally, since alpha band occipital sources dominate46

the sensor-space eyes-closed resting-state EEG53 likely due to head shape and the forward model resulting in47

high signal-to-noise ratio for these regions54, it is likely that these same sources predominantly determine the mi-48

crostate topographies52, therefore suggesting the sensor-space EEG microstate maps may be under-weighting49

the importance of non-occipital or non-alpha-band networks.50

Instead of performing microstate analysis in sensor space and then subsequently projecting to source space,51

here we propose first projecting M/EEG data to source space and subsequently clustering the source dynam-52

ics. Unfortunately, some steps of the the EEG microstate pipeline means it is not directly applicable to source-53

reconstructed recordings, such as relying the requirement to re-reference to average and being unable to account54

(at the group level) for arbitrary source flipping. Here we adapt methodology and study microstates in MEG source55

space at rest and during task. We hypothesise that each microstate is associated with distinct patterns of func-56

tional connectivity across the cortex and use machine learning to test this hypothesis. Finally, we demonstrate57

that source-space microstate features are dependent of cognitive state and examine the microstate response to58

auditory stimuli.59

2 Methods60

2.1 A source-space microstate pipeline61

The source-space microstate segmentation pipeline used here is based upon the widely used EEG sensor-space62

k-means pipeline presented by Pascual-Marqui et al. and Koenig et al.55;56, and is outlined in Table 1.63

However, there are a number of steps in the sensor-EEG microstate pipeline which limit application to source-64

space data. One such limitation is the requirement to re-reference to average; while the EEG data itself does65

not necessarily have to be referenced to average, the pipeline relies on metrics such as standard deviation of66

the signal across sensors (global-field power, GFP) and correlation between spatial topographies, both of which67

involve subtracting the mean of the map (i.e. common average re-referencing). The pipeline presented here68

is modified, replacing standard deviations and correlations with (normalized) vector norms and cosine similarity69

respectively. These metrics are equivalent in the case of zero mean data, and hence the methodology presented70

here is a generalization of the sensor-EEG pipeline which may be used on reference-free data such as source71

data or sensor MEG, while exactly preserving the EEG-microstate pipeline is under the requirement that data is72
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Algorithm: Source-space microstate pipeline

1 Source reconstruct sensor data, band-pass filter, and parcellate

2 Extract activity patterns (maps) at GFP peaks

3 Run k-means clustering on transformed (absolute value) maps.

4 Backfit cluster centroids to data

5 Calculate microstate statistics.

Table 1: The microstate pipeline, generalized for different recording modalities. Details and justification of

these steps are given in section 2.1.

first re-referenced to common average.73

A second issue for source reconstructed data is that of source flipping. At the voxel level, any dipole can74

arbitrarily be ‘flipped’ by changing the sign of both the dipole orientation and time course. While in this study we75

work on the level of ROIs as opposed to individual dipoles, if parcellation is performed via a single voxel with76

maximal variance dipole flipping is still an issue. Another common method of parcellation (used in this study) is77

to take the first principal component of all dipoles within an ROI, in which case the sign of both the time course78

and spatial topography of the first principal component may be flipped to obtain an identical result. This source79

flipping is not problematic for analysis of a single M/EEG scan, but for group level analyses different participants80

may have different spatial patterns of source flipping. For N ROIs, source flipping can result in 2N−1 possible81

combinations. For 230 ROIs, used in this study, source flipping could result in a number of possible topographies82

of the order 1068 for a single microstate. Therefore applying traditional EEG microstate analysis to source signals83

may result in an overestimate of the true number of clusters in group level analysis. To confound this issue, one84

may use either the amplitude envelope or take the (element-wise) absolute value of the samples. The former85

requires a narrow band signal and rejects phase information, while the latter can be applied to broadband data86

and mostly maintains phase information (excluding phase differences of π). Recent work has highlighted that87

phase information is likely crucial for encoding microstate sequences57. For these reasons, and based on the88

results of simulations (section 3.1), throughout this manuscript we use the absolute value of source estimates89

during clustering and map fitting.90

A description of the source microstate pipeline are given in the following sections. While these sections give91

an overview the source-space pipeline, mathematical details and a generalized description of the pipeline for92

different modalities based appropriate modality-specific spatial transformation of the data (e.g. re-reference to93

average for sensor-EEG, in which case the traditional sensor-EEG microstate pipeline is recovered exactly) are94

given in Supplementary Text S1.95

2.1.1 Source-reconstruction and parcellation96

The aim of this manuscript is to present a pipeline for source-spaced M/EEG microstate analysis. The first97

step of the pipeline is therefore source reconstruction of the M/EEG data. A range of methodologies for source98
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reconstruction are currently available and the choice of methodology chosen should be data specific58. Here,99

eLORETA59;60 was used for source-reconstruction. Full details of the pipeline for source-reconstruction in this100

study are given in section 2.5.3. Since distributed source reconstruction methodologies typically reconstruct a101

large number of dipoles (several thousand), a key step following source reconstruction is spatial downsampling to102

increase tractability for spatial clustering. This was done through parcellation of source time courses into regions103

of interest. Here, the HCP230 atlas58, a version of the Human Connectome Project’s multimodal parcellation61
104

optimized for resting-state MEG, was chosen to reduce the source data from approximately 10,000 voxels to 230105

ROI time courses. Source-reconstructed data was band-pass filtered 1-30 Hz in line with sensor-EEG microstate106

studies5.107

2.1.2 Extraction of GFP peaks108

Subsequently, samples with optimal signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and topographic stability were chosen for clus-109

tering. These samples correspond to those with peaks in the global field power (GFP) (Supplementary Figure110

S4;62,63). In sensor-EEG microstate analysis, the GFP at a time sample t is defined as the standard deviation of111

the electric potential across sensors. For source-reconstructed data, the GFP is given by the vector norm of the112

signal across ROIs and hence is the total deviation from zero current source density (which is equivalent to the113

standard deviation in the case of zero mean).114

Due to the 1-30 Hz bandpass fitler, the GFP time course is temporally smooth, and hence local maxima of115

the GFP (i.e. GFP peaks) can be found using a peak-finding algorithm. Here, Matlab’s findpeaks function was116

used to identify GFP peaks.117

For group level analysis in this study, we randomly sampled and concatenated 5000 GFP peaks per partic-118

ipant. For each condition (rest/task), two MEG scans were available for each participant (n = 30) recorded on119

different dates (see section 2.5), and here we only extracted the 5000 GFP peaks from the first scan (allowing the120

second scan to be used for validation purposes). Hence, across participants we extracted 150,000 GFP peaks.121

Spatial maps at each GFP peak were submitted for k-means clustering.122

2.1.3 k-means clustering123

The next step of the pipeline is to cluster the submitted maps. For a given number of states, k, the algorithm124

for k-means clustering is outlined in Table 2, while a clear graphical representation is given in Koenig et al. and125

Michel et al.56;62.126

Firstly, k maps are chosen as the initial cluster centroids. Here, the k-means++ algorithm was used for127

selection of initial maps64. In the k-means algorithm, the distance between each submitted map and each128

centroid is calculated using the cosine distance. In the case of zero mean (e.g. such as average re-referenced129
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Algorithm: k-means clustering

1 Select k maps as initial centroids

While not converged:

2 Calculate distance between maps and centroids

3 Cluster each map based on nearest centroid

4 Calculate new centroids from all maps in cluster

5 Test for convergence (no change in clusters)

end while

Table 2: Outline of the k-means algorithm.

EEG instead of source data), the cosine distance is equal to one minus correlation, which is the metric used130

in the sensor-EEG k-means algorithm. Each map is subsequently labelled as belonging to the state with the131

closest centroid. In sensor-EEG, new cluster centroids are calculated as the first principal component of all maps132

within the cluster55. In source-space, new cluster centroids are calculated as the eigenvector corresponding to133

the largest eigenvalue of the matrix Yj · YT
j , where rows of the matrix Yj are the maps within cluster j. This134

eigenvector is equal to the first principal component in the case of zero mean. Using the new centroids, the135

procedure of calculating cluster labels and updating cluster centroids is iterated until convergence is reached.136

Due to random initial seeding, the k-means algorithm was repeated 20 times and the repetition with highest137

global explained variance (GEV)65 was chosen for further analysis56.138

The choice of number of states k is a free parameter. In this study, we used the kneedle algorithm66 to139

determine the optimum number of states. As the number of clusters k increases, so does the GEV. However,140

increasing k above the true number of states will only give marginal increases to GEV, and therefore the plot of141

GEV vs k has a characteristic ‘knee’ shape. The kneedle algorithm aims to find the number of clusters in the142

dataset by finding the value of k for which this knee occurs.143

2.1.4 Backfitting to source time courses144

After identifying the microstate maps from the sample of 150,000 GFP peaks, each sample of the full scan was145

assigned a microstate label. This backfitting was performed using previously described methods56;62. Each GFP146

peak in the full dataset was labelled as a state based on the microstate centroid map with minimum distance. All147

other samples were given the same state label as their nearest GFP peak.148

For each condition (rest/task), the microstate maps were extracted only from the first MEG scan, but were149

backfit to both scans to provide validation of microstate statistics across recording sesisons.150

2.2 Microstate statistics151

We studied a number of spatiotemporal statistics of the resulting source MEG microstate sequences. Global152

statistics of the microstate sequences include GEV65, mean duration of microstates67, Hurst exponent of the153
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sequences68, and microstate complexity45. Microstate complexity values were normalized against its theoretical154

asymptotic upper bound69–71, to result in a measure ∈ (0, 1]. Class-specific statistics included mean duration of155

the microstates within a particular class46;67, coverage of a class (the percentage of time spent within a class)46,156

and occurrences of the class (number of times the state appears per second)46. We also calculated the Markov157

and syntax matrices (with and without self-transitions respectively)42;46;72, the information-theoretical zeroth and158

first order Markov statistics and their p-values72, and tested for non-random microstate syntax42;46. Details and159

results of analysis to quantify non-stationary, i.e. by comparing microstate statistics against random fluctuations160

in a stationary process, are given in Supplementary Text S2.2.161

2.3 Microstates to study dynamic functional connectivity162

To derive functional connectivity for a given microstate, we adapt the EEG microstate segmented phase locking163

method of Hatz et al.73;74. The method is described in detail in Supplementary Text S1.4, and a visual overview164

of the pipeline is given in Supplementary Figure S1. Microstate analysis was first performed on broadband (1-165

30 Hz) data. We subsequently filtered the data into one of three narrow bands (theta 4-8 Hz, alpha 8-13 Hz,166

beta 13-30 Hz), and calculated the Hilbert transform. For a given microstate, all samples of the analytic signal167

within this microstate class were concatenated. Under the assumption that microstates are associated with168

specific patterns of phase synchronization (i.e. the hypothesis we wish to test), we subsequently epoched these169

concatenated samples into non-overlapping windows of 1280 samples (equivalent to 5-seconds), and calculated170

phase synchronization for each window using the weighted phase lag index (wPLI)75;76. wPLI was chosen171

because it is invariant to instantaneous phase synchrony. This is advantageous in our study for two reasons.172

Firstly, our networks will not be influenced by leakage in the inverse algorithm. Secondly, since microstate173

analysis involves topographic clustering of the instantaneous patterns of activation, by studying only phase-174

lagged connectivity we are not simply quantifying the same effect as microstate analysis using a different method.175

This method was repeated for each microstate class, to obtain functional connectivity patterns for each class.176

This methodology assumes that microstates are associated with a unique pattern of phase synchroniza-177

tion, and therefore it is meaningful to calculate a single functional network for all samples in a given class. To178

test this hypothesis, we applied multi-variate pattern analysis (MVPA) using the MVPA-Light toolbox77. Across179

all participants, resting-state scans, 1280-sample segments, and microstate classes there were 5413 networks180

per frequency, each associated with a single microstate class. The weighted degree distributions were used as181

features in a multi-class classifier for microstate label. Results were 5-fold cross-validated. Statistically signifi-182

cant classification accuracy (via permutation testing) is strongly suggestive that microstates are associated with183

unique patterns of phase synchronization, demonstrating that microstate class can be predicted given functional184

connectivity derived from any 1280 samples from that microstate class. Details on classification are given in185
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Supplementary Text S1.4.186

2.4 Analysis of task microstates187

To compare microstates derived from resting-state and task conditions, we separately performed microstate anal-188

ysis on data recorded from each condition and aligned microstates across conditions using a template matching189

algorithm. Microstate statistics were averaged over all data sets available within a condition for a participant.190

Microstate statistics between conditions were compared using paired Wilcoxon sign-rank tests.191

To assess whether specific states were associated with auditory stimuli, we calculated an expected probability192

of all states under the null hypothesis of no association between state likelihood and stimuli by calculating the193

coverage of each state over samples in the pre-stimulus periods (up to 100 ms prior to the stimuli) across all194

task scans and all participants. For a given latency in the range 0-350 ms following the stimulus, we calculated195

an observed count of states by calculating the number of occurrences of each state over all stimuli and all196

participants. A χ2 test was used to compare the observed count with the expected count (equal to expected197

probability multiplied by total number of stimuli). To post-hoc test for deviations of the count of each microstate198

class from the expected count, we used the Pearson residual78, calculated as199

ei =
(Oi − Ei)√

Ei

, (1)

where ei are the residuals, and Oi and Ei and the observed and expected counts of microstate i respectively.200

The normalization by
√
Ei standardizes these scores to be distributed as the standard normal distribution under201

the null hypothesis. The χ2 statistics can be written as χ2 =
∑

i e
2

i , and hence microstates with large magnitude202

of ei contribute to larger values of χ2.203

2.5 Participants and Data204

2.5.1 Participants205

Thirty healthy participants (16 female, 9 male) were recruited from Cardiff University School of Psychology par-206

ticipant panel (age range 17-28 years, median age 20 years). All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal207

vision, and none reported a history of neurological or psychiatric illness. Written consent was obtained from all208

participants. The study was approved by the Cardiff University School of Psychology Research Ethics Commit-209

tee.210
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2.5.2 MEG Acquisition and preprocessing211

Whole-head MEG recordings were made using a 275-channel CTF radial gradiometer system (CTF Systems,212

Canada) at a sampling rate of 1200 Hz. An additional 29 reference channels were recorded for noise cancellation213

purposes and the primary sensors were analysed as synthetic third-order gradiometers79. One sensor was214

turned off during recording due to excessive sensor noise (i.e., Nx = 274 gradiometers). Horizontal and vertical215

electro-oculograms (EOG) were recorded to monitor blinks and eye movements. The horizontal electrodes were216

placed on temples, and vertical ones, above and below the eye. For MEG/MRI co-registration, the head shape217

with the position of the coils was digitised using a Polhemus FASTRAK (Colchester, Vermont).218

MEG was recorded over two sessions, recorded on separate days (1-24 days between sessions). In each219

session, eight minutes of continuous resting-state was recorded, for which participants were instructed to sit220

comfortably in the MEG chair while their head was supported with a chin rest and with eyes open focus on221

a fixation point on a grey background. Additionally, ten minutes of passive task activity was recorded in each222

session, for which participants were instructed to watch an emotionally neutral movie while periodic auditory223

stimuli (separated by 500 ms) were played through headphones. Half of the stimuli consisted of standard tones,224

while the other half were a mixture of duration, gap, direction, intensity, and frequency deviates.225

For preprocessing, MEG data was imported to Fieldtrip80, bandpass filtered at 1-100 Hz (4th order two-pass226

Butterworth filter), notch filtered at 50 and 100 Hz to remove line noise, and downsampled to 256 Hz. Visual227

and cardiac artifacts were removed using ICA decomposition (aided by EOG recordings), using the ‘fastica’228

algorithm81. For both task and resting-state data, between 2 and 6 components were removed per scan (median229

4 for rest, 3.5 for task).230

2.5.3 Source reconstruction231

All participants also underwent a whole-brain MRI scan on a Siemens 3T Connectom MRI scanner and a 32-232

channel receiver head coil (Siemens Medical Systems). We used a T1-weighted magnetization prepared rapid233

gradient echo sequence (MPRAGE; echo time: 3.06 ms; repetition time: 2250 ms sequence, flip angle: 9◦,234

field-of-view: = 256 × 256 mm, acquisition matrix: 256 × 256, voxel size: 1 × 1 × 1 mm).235

From the T1-weighted MRI image, extraction of the scalp, brain, and cortical surfaces was performed with236

Freesurfer82. Vertices of the cortical surface were labelled according to the HCP230 atlas optimized for MEG237

studies58. The scalp surface was used to align the structural data with the MEG digitizers. A single shell volume238

conduction model83 was constructed in Fieldtrip using the brain surface (downsampled to 500 vertices). The239

cortical mesh was downsampled to approximately 10,000 vertices to generate a set of dipole locations using the240

‘iso2mesh’ software84, and dipoles were oriented normal to the cortical surface85;86.241

Source reconstruction used the eLORETA algorithm59;60 implemented in Fieldtrip. Source data was parcel-242
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lated using the HCP230 atlas labels58 by taking the time course of the first principal component of all voxels with243

an ROI. Source time courses were bandpass filtered in the 1-30 Hz frequency band, and head localization coils244

were used for offline head motion correction87.245

2.6 Simulations246

Simulations were performed to test the ability of the microstate methodology to estimate a ground truth microstate247

sequence and spatial maps, and compare modified against other methodologies for neural state identification248

such as PCA, ICA81, and hidden Markov modelling88. Details of the simulations and settings for other algorithms249

are given in Supplementary Text S1.3. Artificial generative sequences were generated using a random walk250

decision tree approach, detailed in Supplementary Text S1.3, which reverse engineers a method to transform251

microstates to random walks33;68;89. Neural dynamics were then generated by assigning each microstate a252

Wilson-Cowan neural mass model of resting-state dynamics90;91, and stimulating the oscillator associated to253

the active state. Finally, the states were assigned spatial maps of the same spatial dimensionality as our data,254

i.e. 230 ROIs. The choice of spatial map is arbitrary, so to increase neurophysiological realism we used open255

access resting-state networks derived from fMRI7 aligned to our brain atlas. ROI time series were generated as a256

combination of a linear projection of each microstate’s neural dynamics onto the microstate maps and pink noise257

with SNR=1. Twenty repetitions of the simulations were performed, and simulations were repeated for k = 4 and258

k = 10 states. Four statistics were used to assess the quality of the microstate estimation against the ground259

truth, namely GEV, map similarity, temporal mutual information (MI) the ground truth and estimated sequence,260

and the normalized mutual information only at the GFP peaks (MIg).261

It should be highlighted that these simulations do not aim to reproduce biophysical mechanisms of microstate262

generation as currently these mechanisms are not well understood. Due to this, some key properties of true263

microstate sequences such as spontaneous transitioning and associations between GFP and state stability63
264

are not recreated by our model. However, this should not crucially alter the outcome of our results, since the aim265

of the simulations was to generate artificial data with few underlying model assumptions and known ground truth266

maps/sequences.267

2.7 Data and Code Availability268

Data preprocessing and source reconstruction used Fieldtrip version 2019-07-1680. Code for performing mi-269

crostate analysis in sensor- or source-space MEG/EEG, simulations as described in this manuscript, statistics270

and visualisation have been compiled in the +microstate toolbox92 (https://plus-microstate.github.io), a271

freely-available open-source toolbox written in MATLAB R2017b. Data used in this study are available upon272

request.273
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3 Results274

3.1 Simulations275

We used a neural-mass model to generate synthetic time courses of electrophysiological data with a known276

number of microstates. The simulations were then used to test the k-means microstate algorithm against the277

ground truth, and to compare the performance against using PCA, ICA, and HMM for estimating brain states278

(see Supplementary Text S1.3.1 for a description of the methods). Figure 1 shows the simulation pipeline and279

results of analysing the simulated datasets. Results of GEV, map similarity, and mutual information analyses280

were largely consistent between simulations of 4 microstates and 10 microstates. In terms of GEV (Figure 1D),281

the three highest performing methodologies were k-means applied to amplitude envelopes, HMM applied to282

amplitude envelopes, and k-means applied to source time courses. The remaining algorithms - PCA, ICA, and283

source HMM - performed notably worse.284

k-means and PCA most accurately recreated the ground truth maps in both source and amplitude domains,285

with k-means consistently outperforming PCA in all conditions except 4-state amplitude envelopes (Figure 1E). In286

terms of mutual information between ground truth and estimated sequences, the same two algorithms were also287

the highest performing (Figure 1F-G). In all conditions, source data outperformed amplitude data. Interestingly,288

the HMM had normalized MI of less than 5% for all simulations over all conditions (full data or GFP peaks, and289

amplitude or source), so performed poorly at recreating the ground truth sequences. As a consequence of these290

results, we used the source data as opposed to amplitude envelope data for all subsequent microstate analysis.291

3.2 Resting-state microstate maps292

We source-reconstructed MEG resting-state data from 30 participants. Across all participants, microstates in293

resting-state data were calculated from a sample of 150,000 GFP peaks using the k-means clustering algorithm.294

Figure 2A shows the GEV across these 150,000 peaks as k is varied from 2-40 states. The kneedle algorithm295

indicated that 10 states were optimum, and hence we proceeded to back-fit the results of the 10-state clustering296

to the full MEG scans. Figure 2B shows the GEV in the full datasets. In the first set of scans, from which the GFP297

peaks were sampled to estimate microstates, 10 states had a GEV of 63.97± 0.64%. To ensure the states were298

generalizable and reproducible, we also back-fit the maps to a second independent scan from each participant,299

which was performed on a separate day and not used in the clustering analysis. There was a significant but300

small decrease in GEV in the second scan (62.13 ± 0.39%, p = 0.0082, Wilcoxon sign-rank test), as expected in301

cross-validation. Furthermore, multiple runs of the algorithm demonstrated high reproducibility (Supplementary302

Text S2.1).303

Figure 2C shows the spatial map of each empirical MEG source-level microstate. Four bilateral maps were304
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Figure 1: Simulating microstates. (A-C) Methodology for simulating microstates. Detailed description is given

in Supplementary Text S1.3. (A) Generative sequences are simulated using a decision tree, the state at a given

time (bottom; colours correspond to state) is decided by a set of random-walks (top) and a decision tree (middle).

Colours of branches on the decision tree correspond to the colours of the random walks. The left branch is

chosen if the walk is increasing, the right branch is chosen if the walk is decreasing. (Bottom) Each sample is

assigned a state using this procedure. (B) Neural dynamics of microstates are simulated by assigning each state

an neural mass model (NMM). The NMMs receive constant input (P ) at all times, and the NMM corresponding

to the current active state receives additional input (Pms). The bottom shows simulated state time series, with

background colour corresponding to active state. (C) Each state is assigned a spatial map and the time courses

are linearly mixed according to this map to generate simulated MEG/EEG/source data. Pink noise is added

to this data. (D-G) Assessment of microstate sequences estimated from simulated data vs ground truth. (D)

GEV, (E) correlation between estimated maps and ground truth maps, (F) mutual information between estimated

sequences and ground truth sequences.
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Figure 2: Resting-state microstates. (A) GEV vs number of states (k) for resting-state data. Here, GEV is

calculated across the 150,000 peaks used for clustering. The kneedle algorithm found that k = 10 states was

optimum, marked by a red ‘+’. (B) GEV across the full MEG scans, for k = 10. Distributions are shown across

participants. Only GFP peaks from scan 1 for each participant were used for clustering, and hence scan 2 can

be viewed as a replication/validation cohort. There is a small but significant decrease in GEV for scan 2. (C)

Resting-state microstate maps derived from the k-means clustering algorithm for k = 10 states.
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Figure 3: Syntax of resting-state microstates. (A) The average syntax matrix from resting-state data. (B-D)

Coverage, duration, and occurrence of each of the ten resting-state microstate maps.

identified, including the frontal cortices, the fronto-temporal network, the visual cortex, and the orbital cortex. The305

remaining six maps could be grouped into three pairs of lateralized networks including medial/superior parietal,306

temporal poles, and sensorimotor networks.307

3.3 Statistics of resting-state microstate sequences308

We subsequently analysed the statistics of the estimated microstate sequences, reported in full in Supplementary309

Table S3. Microstates had a mean duration (MD) across all classes of 59.86 ± 1.09 ms (Supplementary Table310

S3). This was significantly longer than could be explained by random fluctuations in a stationary Gaussian311

process with the same power spectra, cross-spectra (and covariances), and distribution of data (Supplementary312

Text S2.2), suggestive of non-stationarity and the existence of stable microstates in empirical resting-state MEG.313

Durations of each state individually are shown in Figure 3.314

Of the 10 microstates, the frontal and frontotemporal states had the highest coverage and highest number of315

occurrences per second (Figure 3). This can be observed in the group-level syntax matrix (Figure 3A), in which316

almost all states tend to transition most predominantly to the frontotemporal state, which in turn is most likely to317

transition to the frontal state. However, random sampling of states with heterogeneous occurrences per second is318
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Band Accuracy p-value

Theta 0.2068± 0.0084 < 10−3

Alpha 0.3281± 0.0120 < 10−3

Beta 0.3083± 0.0112 < 10−3

Table 3: MVPA classification statistics for microstate-segmented connectivity. Accuracy is given as a mean

and standard error across five repetitions.

not sufficient to explain the syntax matrix, as the syntax permutation test46 demonstrated significant differences319

between the group level matrix and the matrix expected due to state probability (p = 4 × 10−4). Similarly, when320

accounting for duration and coverage (i.e. including self transitions in the Markov matrix), information theoretical321

analysis still demonstrated that the zero’th order Markov (G0) property was, for all participants, far greater than322

expected under the null hypothesis of random sampling based on coverage of states (Supplementary Table323

S3). The transitioning matrix could also not be explained by a first order Markov process, as demonstrated by324

the Markov G1 information theoretical analysis (Supplementary Table S3). Combined, these results suggest325

structured and non-Markovian transitioning in the microstate sequence.326

The structured, non-stationary and non-Markovian nature of microstate transitions was additionally supported327

by global statistics. The Hurst exponent (H) was approximately 0.68 ± 0.01, suggestive of long range temporal328

correlations. The normalized microstate complexity (C) was 0.60 ± 0.01, suggesting a complex sequence which329

strikes a balance between highly repetitive and ordered (C approaching zero) and random sampling (C approach-330

ing one). These global statistics were significantly different than expected from random fluctuations in a stationary331

process (Supplementary Text S2.2), further evidencing the non-stationary nature of resting-state MEG.332

3.4 Microstate-specific functional connectivity333

Our next aim was to test the hypothesis that different microstate classes are associated with distinct patterns of334

functional connectivity in the brain, and reflect the rapid transitioning in dynamic phase synchronization patterns.335

To do so, we used multi-class MVPA to test whether microstates could be predicted from microstate-segmented336

wPLI connectivity matrices (see section 2.3). Table 3 shows the classification accuracy and permutation testing337

p-values for each frequency band, while Figure 4A shows the confusion matrices for this classification.338

The classification accuracy was significantly above the chance level of 10% (p < 10−3, 1,000 permutation339

tests from 1,000 surrogates), suggesting distinct functional connectivity patterns among microstates. The con-340

fusion matrices demonstrate interesting patterns. In the alpha and beta bands, the visual microstate is the one341

most accurately predicted by the connectivity matrix, while in theta the temporal microstates were more accurate.342

Unsurprisingly because of their overlap, frontal, frontotemporal, and orbital networks had reasonable degrees343

of confusion in all bands. In the alpha band, the frontal network was also sometimes confused with bilateral344

sensorimotor networks.345
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Figure 4: Microstates are associated with specific patterns of phase synchronization. (A) Confusion ma-

trices for the MVPA analysis, for three frequency bands used for functional connectivity calculation. Cell i, j

corresponds to the probability the classifier would predict class j given a microstate label i. (B) Functional con-

nectivity patterns. Node colours show degree distributions (used for classification in the MVPA analysis), while

edges show the top 1% of edges that deviate from static background connectivity (see Supplementary Text S1.4

for details).
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Furthermore, lateralized microstates were regularly confused with their counterparts in the opposite hemi-346

sphere, suggesting that while activation patterns in these states may be lateralized, the states are parts of a347

larger interhemispherical network. Indeed, Figure 4B shows the alpha band network structures, and it is clear348

that the functional connectivity structure for both lateralized parietal and temporal microstates demonstrated many349

interhemispherical connections.350

3.5 Microstates of auditory evoked response351

Finally, we aimed to test whether source-level MEG microstates vary between rest and task. To do so, we re-352

ran the microstate clustering analysis on MEG data during a passive auditory task. The optimum number of353

microstates in the task data was k = 9. This was one fewer than at rest, yet there were no significant differences354

in the GEV between nine states in task and ten states at rest (Figure 5A-B; p = 0.9099).355

Maps for the nine states derived from the task data are shown in Figure 5C. The task-based states closely356

corresponded to those from rest. The two lateralized medial parietal states in the resting-state data were repre-357

sented by a single medial parietal state in the task data, explaining the presence of one fewer state. The frontal358

and visual states demonstrated differences between conditions, with the frontal state appearing more right lat-359

eralized and the visual state having greater spatial extent. All other states closely recreated their resting-state360

counterparts. There were no significant differences in global statistics of the microstate sequences between rest361

and task, including mean duration (p = 0.5170), Hurst exponent (p = 0.2452), or complexity (p = 0.8774).362

To uncover whether any states were time-locked to auditory stimuli, we used χ2 tests to compare pre-stimulus363

and post-stimulus coverage of each state. The time evolution of χ2 is shown in Figure 6A. There is a significant364

difference in the observed and expected microstate counts between 70 and 280 ms following the stimulus, peak-365

ing at 113 ms. This is in line with the auditory N100 evoked response. The differences in microstate count are366

largely driven by a significantly increased coverage of the frontotemporal state, with resulting decreased coverage367

of several other microstates including a significantly decreased coverage of the medial parietal state (Figure 6B).368

Since the frontotemporal state includes the auditory network (Figure 5C), these results are in line with increased369

activation of the auditory network as a response to an auditory stimulus.370

4 Discussion371

Understanding the mechanisms underpinning discrete brain state generation is currently a leading question in the372

field of neuroscience, which may aid with understanding behaviour and cognition4 and neurological diseases9.373

One approach to do this in sensor EEG is microstate analysis5, but this approach cannot be directly applied to374

source data. In this study, we have presented a modified source-space microstate pipeline and demonstrated375
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Figure 5: Auditory task microstates. (A) GEV vs number of states (k) for resting-state data. Here, GEV is

calculated across the 150,000 peaks used for clustering. The kneedle algorithm found that k = 10 states was

optimum, marked by a red ‘+’. (B) GEV across the full MEG scans, for k = 10. Distributions are shown across

participants. Only GFP peaks from scan 1 for each participant were used for clustering, and hence scan 2 can

be viewed as a replication/validation cohort. There is a small but significant decrease in GEV for scan 2. (C)

Resting-state microstate maps derived from the k-means clustering algorithm for k = 10 states.
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Figure 6: Microstate response to auditory stimuli. (A) χ2 distance between observed and expected counts of

each microstate vs time after stimulus. The peak response was 113 ms after the stimulus. (B) Pearson residuals

for each state. For large sample sizes, under the null hypothesis the Pearson residual is approximately normally

distributed. Here, Pearson residuals are averaged across all samples around the peak with a value of χ2 greater

than one-half the peak value. For both plots, dotted red lines show the Bonferroni corrected 95% significance

level. Hence, these results suggest that between 70-280 ms following the stimulus the microstate response is

significantly different that expected, due to a significantly increased likelihood of the frontotemporal state and

decreased likelihood of the parietal state.
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the validity and robustness of source-space MEG microstates. Using a k-means clustering algorithm, we showed376

that 10 microstates can be reliably estimated from resting-state MEG data, and their spatial distributions are377

similar to those quantified from task-based data. Source-space MEG microstates vary in their statistics such as378

coverage and occurrence probabilities, and are associated with distinct functional connectivity signatures. These379

results support the use of MEG microstates to understand dynamic functional connectivity during rest and task.380

Interestingly, in resting-state data we observed the optimum number of states to be 10, explaining approxi-381

mately 63% of the variance of the data. In resting-state sensor EEG, only four microstates have repeatedly been382

reproduced and observed to be the optimum, explaining approximate 60-85% of variance in the data5. There are383

a number of potential explanations for the differences between these results. One possible explanation is that384

EEG usually has lower spatial resolution than MEG, due to (typically) fewer sensors and a blurring of the elec-385

tric field by the skull tissue. In a study with high-density EEG (204 electrodes), seven maps were optimum50,386

supporting the hypothesis of higher spatial resolution potentially increasing the optimum number of maps. An-387

other possible explanation is the criterion used for selecting the optimum number of maps, as many criteria are388

available in the literature5. Discussion of this point, including motivation for our choice of criterion, are given in389

Supplementary Text S1.2. The larger number of states in this study may also be due to performing clustering390

in source space as opposed to sensor space. There is a non-uniform distribution of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)391

in the forward projection of the source dynamics to sensor space, and hence it is possible that states originat-392

ing from low-SNR areas of the cortex or may be under-represented in the sensor space maps. Additionally, due393

to finite spatial sampling of M/EEG sensors, multiple source topographies may result in non-unique maps, and394

therefore multiple source-space states may appear similar at the sensor level. Both of these effects potentially395

result in under-estimation of the number of states at the sensor level. In HMM studies of source-reconstructed396

resting-state MEG, Baker et al.8 studied eight states while Vidaurre et al.12 found twelve to be optimum, while397

fMRI results have suggested ten reproducible resting-state networks7 or 7-8 states based on k-means cluster-398

ing of dynamic resting-state functional connectivity patterns21, in line with our results demonstrating greater than399

four states at the cortical level.400

The ten resting-state microstates included four bilateral networks and three pairs of symmetric lateralized net-401

works (Figure 2). The cognitive relevance of these microstates should be a focus of future work. One approach402

to uncover the associations between microstates and cognition is to quantitatively compare microstate statistics403

between cognitive states. Such approaches have widely been performed in the sensor-space EEG microstate404

literature to gain insight into the functional significance of brain microstates13–16;18, and the work presented here405

opens new pathways to gain deeper anatomical insight at the cortical level. Here, we demonstrated that statis-406

tics of our source-space cortical microstates differed between rest and a passive auditory mismatch paradigm407

(Figure 5-6). We found hyperactivity of the frontotemporal microstate, which includes the auditory cortex, approx-408
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imately 100ms following an auditory stimulus. Interestingly, the well-studied auditory evoked response has been409

localized to the the auditory cortex and first peaks around 100ms following the stimulus93, known as the N100410

response, in line with our microstate results. Future work should build upon these approaches to examine the411

functional significance of these states.412

A complementary approach is to uncover associations between microstates and the well studied resting-413

state networks (RSNs) widely studied in fMRI, which have been associated with cognitive domains in large414

cohort studies7. In sensor-space EEG, studies have demonstrated associations between microstates and fMRI-415

RSNS through convolution of the microstate time courses with a haemodynamic response function and general416

linear modelling34–36;38–40;68, or through correlations between RSNs and microstate statistics37. An advantage of417

working in source space for this purpose is that spatial patterns of microstate activations can be associated with418

RSNs when directly comparable brain atlases are used for parcellation of the brain dynamics in the M/EEG and419

fMRI data.420

While the activation patterns of our microstates did not directly correspond to the well known resting-state421

networks (RSNs) often reported in fMRI studies7, interesting insight into this relationship could be gained by422

studying spatial patterns of synchrony associated with each microstate. Through the use of machine learning -423

specifically MVPA77 - we found a significant association between active microstate class and cortical patterns of424

phase synchronization (Figure 4, Table 3). The spatial patterns of synchrony did not directly reflect the associated425

microstate maps, and the functional connectivity patterns identified here may give insight into the relationship426

between microstates and RSNs. A key example is the default mode network, which contains the medial/orbital427

frontal, medial parietal, and lateral parietal regions7. No single microstate had an activation pattern containing428

all of these ROIs, yet phase-locking patterns indicted microstates demonstraing medial/orbital frontal to medial429

parietal connectivity and medial parietal to lateral parietal connectivity (Figure 4B). Future work should involve430

simultaneous high-density source-reconstructed EEG and fMRI to study the relationship between source-space431

microstates and RSNs.432

The microstate connectivity approach presented here also has potential as an alternative approach for study-433

ing dynamic functional connectivity. A typical approach for dynamic functional connectivity in the current literature434

is the use of a sliding window24–28, which is limited by the arbitrary choice of window size meaning development435

of novel methods beyond the sliding window are crucial10. Our MVPA analysis indicated that windowing via436

microstate labelling and concatenation of samples within a state (i.e. microstate-segmented functional connec-437

tivity73;74) is a powerful option for the study of dynamic functional connectivity states at a fast time scale without438

setting an a priori window length. However, this approach has some limitations. While MVPA classification was439

significant for all frequency bands, accuracy was not perfect and there may be overlaps between functional con-440

nectivity patterns of lateralized states (Figure 4). A second limitation of this approach is that it relies on the441
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assumption of a discrete number of functional connectivity states. While this assumption does not apply in gen-442

eral to sliding-window connectivity studies, common subsequent analyses such as clustering networks21;26;29;30
443

or recurrence analysis28 make similar assumptions, and hence microstate-windowing can be viewed as an alter-444

native to these approaches without the reliance on window length.445

In recent years several alternative methodologies have been proposed for source-space brain state estima-446

tion based on Hidden Markov Models (HMMs)8;11;12;88;94. The use of a microstate pipeline instead of HMMs in447

this study was motivated by evidence suggesting that for electrophysiological resting-state data, the underpin-448

ning assumptions of HMMs for brain states are not always met. Koenig and Brandeis63 highlighted that HMMs449

cannot capture the empirical relationship between GFP and state stability, while Gschwind et al.31 discussed the450

importance of long-range dependencies in the microstate sequence which are not accounted for by HMMs. Con-451

versely, the source-space microstate pipeline presented here is based on data-driven clustering and hence does452

not rely on many specific assumptions to be met - a detailed discussion of the assumptions and their justifica-453

tion for electrophysiological data is given by Michel and Koenig5 - and hence may be more applicable to a wider454

range of datasets. This was demonstrated by our simulations. Simulated data was generated through stimulation455

of neural mass models, with stimulation patterns following a non-Markovian sequence. Hence, our biophysically456

informed model did not meet the assumptions of the HMM. In these simulations, we found the microstate pipeline457

greatly outperformed the HMM approach in terms of estimate the ground truth maps and brain-state sequences458

(Figure 1). It should however be highlighted that the mechanisms underpinning the physiological origins of mi-459

crostates in the human brain are currently not well understood and may not be reflected by our simulations, so460

these results should not be interpreted as evidence that HMMs perform poorly for real resting-state brain data.461

Future work should include simulations under a range of models and assumptions and a deeper analysis of var-462

ious task-related data sets in order to perform a more detailed comparison between clustering approaches and463

identify the correct circumstances under which each approach should be used.464

4.1 Conclusions465

We have presented a source-space microstate pipeline for estimating electrophysiological brain states. We466

uncovered ten resting microstates which were associated with distinct patterns of activation and phase synchrony467

across the cortex, and demonstrated these microstates were the result of stable non-stationary states arising as468

opposed to random fluctuations in a stationary process. The microstates were associated with cognitive state;469

in particular the resulting microstate probabilities were altered as a response to auditory stimulus, driven by470

hyperactivity of the frontotemporal microstate. Our results suggest the methodology presented here is a powerful471

tool for studying anatomically interpretable brain states and dynamic functional connectivity at the millisecond472

scale.473
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